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The establishment of a database has been suggested in order to collect, organize, and distribute genetic information about esophageal cancer. The World Organization for Specialized Studies on Diseases of the Esophagus and the Human Variome Project will be in charge of a central database of information about esophageal cancer–related variations from publications, databases, and laboratories; in addition to genetic details, clinical parameters will also be included. The aim will be to get all the central players in research, clinical, and commercial laboratories to contribute. The database will follow established recommendations and guidelines. The database will require a team of dedicated curators with different backgrounds. Numerous layers of systematics will be applied to facilitate computational analyses. The data items will be extensively integrated with other information sources. The database will be distributed as open access to ensure exchange of the data with other databases. Variations will be reported in relation to reference sequences on three levels—DNA, RNA, and protein—whenever applicable. In the first phase, the database will concentrate on genetic variations including both somatic and germline variations for susceptibility genes. Additional types of information can be integrated at a later stage.
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Introduction

Genetic methods are widely used for investigation and analysis of diseases, including cancers. Barrett’s esophagus and esophageal adenocarcinoma have several risk factors, such as sex (male), ethnicity (Caucasian), obesity, and gastroesophageal reflux. In addition, a genetic component has been shown to be important. Several studies have indicated genetic variations in esophageal cancer.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\) There is evident genetic predisposition to the disease due to inherited variants and the effects of acquired somatic variants. To be able to understand the disease progress and genetic relevance, it is essential to collect, organize, distribute, analyze, and interpret genetic variations in esophageal cancer.

Genetic variation information has been collected in numerous open-access repositories, but a large part of the data remains private and is never published. One of the major goals is to collect the data and distribute it freely to the community. Several examples are available for databases, and recommendations have been published for establishing and curating such repositories. The esophageal cancer community needs to agree on the establishment and maintenance of a database that will serve in many ways in both research and clinical applications.

The World Organization for Specialized Studies on Diseases of the Esophagus (OESO; http://oeso.org/) acts as a forum, bringing together clinicians and researchers. Within OESO, the need for a dedicated database for esophageal cancer has been noticed. Here, the path for establishing and maintaining such a database is drafted.

Locus-specific variation databases

Locus-specific databases (LSDBs) are important sources of information for clinicians and researchers in assessing data and forming opinions on the clinical relevance of gene and protein variants. LSDBs list variants in specific genes/diseases and are typically annotated manually. Many LSDBs also contain other information, sometimes even very detailed clinical data. LSDBs are typically curated and maintained for single genes or groups of genes related to certain diseases. These resources are widely used for diverse purposes.

Another type of variation database is represented by central databases that include data from large studies covering many genes and proteins. Cancer genomic data are available from genomic projects in the Cancer Genome Project (https://www.sanger.ac.uk/research/projects/cancergenome/), the Cancer Genome Atlas (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/), and the International Cancer Genome Consortium (https://icgc.org/).

Despite a large number of studies of genetic variation in numerous cancers, relatively little is known about the true cancer driver variants. The Cancer Gene Census (CGC; http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census/) lists genes implicated in cancer.\(^6\) Variations have been identified in these genes and collected to the COSMIC database.\(^7\) However, the variations have seldom been experimentally validated to be involved in carcinogenesis. Even in the genes listed in the CGC, just a small fraction of variations are predicted to be harmful.\(^8\)
A framework for the collection of somatic variations to promote standards for annotation of variation data and to promote and facilitate data integration with other data resources has been presented. For the interpretation of cancer specific variation patterns, a minimum set of information is needed, including the variation, the method of detection, and details of the tumor sample. For that purpose, the Minimum Information About Somatic Mutation criteria were developed (http://structure.bmc.lu.se/MIASM/miasm.html).

The proposed database is actually not a typical LSDB, as numerous genes need to be included. However, it is a disease-specific database, and most of the lessons learned from LSDBs also apply to this kind of repository.

**OESO–HVP database**

OESO aims to establish a central database that will collect information about esophageal cancer–related variations from publications, databases, and laboratories. In addition to genetic details, clinical parameters should also be included. The goal is to get all the central players in research, clinical, and commercial laboratories to contribute.

The database will be developed together with the Human Variome Project (HVP; http://www.humanvariomeproject.org/). The HVP is a world organization that works toward facilitating the collection, curation, interpretation, and free and open sharing of genetic variation information. A key component of HVP activities is the development of standards and guidelines. The HVP has endorsed numerous guidelines and recommendations and has released quality assessment criteria to evaluate the quality of genetic variation databases and to stimulate database curators to make improvements where they are needed (http://www.humanvariomeproject.org/finish/19/255.html). Special attention will be paid to the quality in the new database to be established.

**InSiGHT variation database as a model**

The International Society for Gastrointestinal Hereditary Tumours Incorporated (InSiGHT; http://insight-group.org/) provides an example of how a cancer variation database can be established, maintained, and analyzed as a community-wide effort. InSiGHT has established a working group for collection and interpretation of variations in gastrointestinal cancers. The mission of the society is to improve the quality of care of patients and their families with conditions resulting in hereditary gastrointestinal tumors.

Sequence variants of uncertain functional and clinical relevance are common in genetic testing. InSiGHT has brought together the research and clinical community to collect and interpret variations in genes coding for mismatch repair system proteins, which are responsible for the disease when they contain variations. Several separate databases were combined into one global variation database. There are currently data for over 26,000 patients—altogether over 29,000 variants, of which 4608 are unique (http://chromium.lovd.nl/LOVD2/colon_cancer/home.php).
Different schemes have been presented for the classification of variants in genes associated with diseases, usually in relation to Mendelian conditions. The International Agency for Research on Cancer classification system can be used for standardized categorization in five classes ranging from pathogenic to likely pathogenic, likely not pathogenic, and not pathogenic. In addition, class 3 describes variations with uncertain classification. InSiGHT has classified almost 3000 variants and their relevance for cancer based on worldwide data. The variant classification was done by a group representing international leading laboratories.

InSiGHT provides a model for how to collect, distribute, and interpret variations in a communitywide manner including both research and clinical experts. The produced database, along with the variation classifications, is freely available.

**Establishing an esophageal variation database**

The esophageal cancer database does not have to start from scratch. There is plenty of available experience with numerous kinds of variation databases. Several guidelines and recommendations have been published for LSDBs, including how to establish a database, their curation, overall contents, data collection, somatic variations, interpretation and reporting of variants, data sharing, and nomenclature.

Systematics should be used in variation databases whenever possible, including phenotype databases, such as the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) and the Variation Ontology (VariO), for a systematic description of effects, mechanisms, and consequences of variants. Several de facto standards are useful for variation databases. These include systematic gene names available from the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC). Reference sequences have to be specified, including version numbers, unless Locus Reference Genomic (LRG) entries are used. For naming variations, the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) nomenclature should be used. It is widely used in the literature and by several computer programs, including those interpreting variations.

**Action plan**

A dedicated database will be established to collect, organize, and distribute genetic information for esophageal cancers (Fig. 1). Data to be collected need to be made freely available in a public database on the Internet to allow efficient search and analysis of the data. The database will follow established recommendations and guidelines as published, for example, by the HVP and the HGVS.

The database will apply for HVP Gene/Disease Specific Database Council membership once established. The database will require a team of dedicated curators with backgrounds in genetics, medicine, computer science, and bioinformatics. The variation data have to be collected from various sources, including the literature, existing databases, and direct submissions from laboratories. An important activity will be to get the community engaged in providing data but also participating (e.g., in interpretation).
The database has to be constructed in a systematic way to allow integration with other resources and reuse of data. The database will apply numerous layers of systematics to facilitate computational analyses. The systematics will include HGNC gene names, establishment of LRG reference sequences (if not yet available), HGVS variation nomenclature, HPO and other ontologies for phenotype, VariO for effects of variations, and many other factors. The data items will be extensively integrated with other information sources (e.g., at gene, protein, structure, and interaction levels).

Variation data will be entered into the database in a systematic fashion. Genotype, variation and effects, and pathogenicity will be described in detail. The database will be distributed as open access to ensure exchange of the data with other databases. Variations will be reported in relation to reference sequences on three levels—DNA, RNA, and protein—whenever applicable, using HGVS recommendations. Submitters need consent from patients/parents/carers before submitting information. All patient data will be anonymized before submission and release.

In the first phase, the database will concentrate on variations, both somatic and germline variations for susceptibility genes. These data are readily available in large quantities. Additional types of information can be integrated at later stages, including epigenetics, transcriptomics, and proteomics data.

Dedicated work groups (e.g., for the interpretation of the pathogenicity of variations) could be established in relation to the database. The establishment, maintenance, curation, and distribution of the database will require substantial and continued amounts of work. Some funds need to be raised. An ethical overseer committee needs to be nominated to decide on ethical issues pertinent to the collection and distribution of data. HVP has published ethical guidelines for LSDBs,18 which are currently being updated.

Once the database is established, training has to be organized for end users. This can be organized, for example, in association with major meetings, such as OESO conferences. Instructive training material can also be distributed online to allow users to familiarize themselves with it whenever is best suitable for them. It is also a way to reach for the largest audience.

**Recommendations**

- OESO, together with HVP, will establish an open-access database for collection of genetic variations relevant for esophageal cancer;
  - expert curators will be nominated;
  - the database will follow existing guidelines and standards;
  - the community will be mobilized to support and help the database;
  - extensive data integration will be performed.
  - data will be made freely available;
  - systematics will be used at all levels;
  - data will be collected and distributed in the database;
- funding will be obtained;
- an ethics committee will be nominated; and
- education and training for users and data providers will be arranged.
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Figure 1. Aspects to be taken into account when building the OESO–HVP variation database for variants in esophageal cancer.